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In linguistics, grammatical gender is a specific form of noun class system in which the division of noun
classes forms an agreement system with another aspect of the language, such as adjectives, articles,
pronouns, or verbs. This system is used in approximately one quarter of the world's languages.In these
languages, most or all nouns inherently carry one value of the grammatical category ...
Grammatical gender - Wikipedia
A: Â·An adjective that stands in a syntactic position where it directly modifies a noun, as opposed to a
predicative adjective, which stands in a predicate position but which modifies the subject of the clause. For
example, in the big green house, big and green are attributive adjectives, whereas in the house is big and
green, big and green ...
Appendix:Glossary - Wiktionary
In English, the adjective doesnâ€Ÿt vary In French the adjective agrees in gender and number with the noun
it qualifies Usually, you just add an â€“e at the end of the masculine adjective to have a feminine adjective
Examples:
ADJECTIVES - Learn French in 16 Weeks
French grammar is the set of rules by which the French language creates statements, questions and
commands. In many respects, it is quite similar to that of the other Romance languages.. French is a
moderately inflected language. Nouns and most pronouns are inflected for number (singular or plural, though
in most nouns the plural is pronounced the same as the singular even if spelled ...
French grammar - Wikipedia
Tex's French Grammar is the integral grammar component of FranÃ§ais Interactif, an online French course
from the University of Texas at Austin. FranÃ§ais Interactif includes authentic, spoken French language via
digital audio and video clips, a French grammar reference (Tex's French Grammar), self-correcting French
grammar exercises, vocabulary and phonetics sections, Internet-based activities ...
index: la grammaire de l'absurde - University of Texas at
toque (plural toques) A knitted hat, usually conical but of varying shape, often woollen, and sometimes
topped by a pom-pom or tassel1998, Douglas Coupland, Girlfriend in a Coma, ch 1: Such is the demented
nature of the universe that I was too weak to properly respond to my being hit on by carloads of Betties and
Veronicasâ€”all except for the cheeky Cheryl Anderson who gave me â€˜manual ...
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